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Texas Instruments STEM Projects -
UBMS

➢Need for STEMISTS in the US / Around the World

▪ STEM employment is growing at much faster rate than non-STEM jobs

▪ Top jobs include mathematicians/statisticians and computer systems 
and computer information jobs.

➢Introduction to TI STEM Projects–

▪ Video1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUm8rlx53cA

▪ Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq9m-gvqrQ4

MOOD 
RING 
PROJECT 
USING 
TI_84
CHALLENGES AND PROJECT
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUm8rlx53cA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq9m-gvqrQ4
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Intro to TI-84 CE

Basic Intro

Challenges for mood ring

Using variables and loops

Sensing temperature

Using Other loops and Projects

Skill Builders (Practice)

Digital Mood Ring (introduction to STEM 
and coding Projects for all levels)

Bring science and coding together 
(no coding experience necessary) 
while developing a mood ring! 
Explore the science of color mixing 
while determining the right body 
temperature thresholds.
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This is an excellent first TI-Innovator STEM and coding project. The project includes variables, loops, 

conditional statements, Boolean operators and other fundamental programming concepts.
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https://resources.t3europe.eu/t3europe-home/?resource_id=1890
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Digital Mood Ring Challenges

Challenge 1:  Use SET COLOR to explore using the color LED. Try to find the RGB values of all the colors in the mood 

chart.  

Challenge 2: Use DispAt command to display your name at several locations on the screen. 

Challenge 3: Use a For..EndFor loop to display the numbers 1 through 10.

Challenge 4: Connect a temperature sensor to the TI-Innovator Hub and display the temperature on the calculator.

Challenge 5: Use a loop to read and display temperature.

Challenge 5 Extension (Optional): Use a loop to read, display and log into list arrays for time and temperature. Graph the 

result. 

Challenge 6: Use a While..End loop along with getKey function to monitor temperature and make a decision to display a 

message, “Hot” or “Cold.”
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Challenge 01:
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Challenge 02:

Challenge 03:
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Challenge 04:

Challenge 05: [Self-study]
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Challenge 06: [Self-study]

Challenge 06(contd.): [Self-study]
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Final Project:  See if you can do it!

• You are supposed to practice the above given 
challenges and once completed, try out the mood ring 
project.

• Final Challenge: Build a mood ring to repeatedly read the 
temperature sensor, determine the mood of the person, 
display the temperature value and display the mood. 

Planning your program
Important steps in your program TI-Basic commands to implement

steps in your program

1.

2.

3.

4.

5…
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Skill Builders:
Basics:

https://education.ti.com/en/activities/ti-codes/84

The above link can be used to learn more about programming 
TI-84 CE and TI-Nspire Calculators.

Each steps are explained with interactive features and easily 
explained for student's convenience.

Digital Mood Ring Project (All challenges): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv_s8HIklwE&list=PL17
Fe0ZmhCR-PAuv5pw85vxrtLu5YGeWl&index=4

Questions?
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https://education.ti.com/en/activities/ti-codes/84
https://education.ti.com/en/activities/ti-codes/84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nv_s8HIklwE&list=PL17Fe0ZmhCR-PAuv5pw85vxrtLu5YGeWl&index=4

